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ABSTRACT

The methods for assessment of risk have been increasingly used in a decision-making.
The objective of this paper is to extend the method for risk informed evaluation of allowed
outage times (AOTs), which considers the plant power operation. Such extension allows
consideration of several modes of plant operation or plant configurations. Two methods were
developed. Results show that better methods and more data included into the models may
reduce the conservatism in the evaluations and may contribute to increased flexibility about
decisions on AOT.

1 INTRODUCTION

Allowed Outage Time (AOT) may be specified in Limiting Conditions for Operation
(LCO) in Technical Specifications (TS) of a Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) and this AOT may
cover more modes of plant operation. Furthermore, the covered modes of plant operation may
include plant operation as well as the plant shutdown.

The objective of the work is to develop a method, which would allow a risk informed
evaluation of AOTs with consideration of several modes of plant operation, and a method
which would allow a risk informed evaluation of AOTs with consideration of several plant
configurations.

2 METHODS

2.1 Evaluation of AOT Considering Specific Mode of Plant Operation

The approach from NUREG/CR-6141 [1] can be used for evaluation of AOT separately
for each of the modes of plant operation.
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The risk connected with AOTi is calculated for specific mode (i) of plant operation with
two risk measures:

- single event AOTi risk considering i – th mode of plant operation (ri) calculated
as the measure of the probability of core damage (CD) occurring within the
downed period and

- yearly AOTi risk contribution considering i – th mode of plant operation  (Ryi) as
the measure of the frequency of CD occurring per year due to average number of
down time occurrences.

The single AOTi risk considering i – th mode of plant operation (ri) is calculated as a
product of downtime associated with AOTi (di) and the increase of risk level (∆Ri) in
determined mode of plant operation (i):

iiiiii dRRdRr ⋅−=⋅∆= )( 01 (1)
where:
∆Ri is calculated as a difference of increased risk level when the component/equipment

considered in respective AOTi is known to be down or unavailable (R1i) and reduced risk
level when the component/equipment considered in respective AOTi is known to be up or
available (R0i). Figure 1 shows the risk contribution associated with AOTi.

The yearly AOTi risk contribution considering i – th mode of plant operation (Ryi) is
calculated as a product of the single AOTi risk considering i – th mode of plant operation (ri)
and the average frequency of occurrences of the AOTi or the downtime frequency (fi)
considering i – th mode of plant operation:

iiiiiiiiiyi dRRfdRfrfR ⋅−⋅=⋅∆⋅=⋅= )( 01 (2)
If specific data for frequencies fi are not available, the frequencies can be estimated

using the following equation:

t
tff i

i ⋅= (3)

where:
fi … frequency of occurrences of the AOTi considering i – th mode of plant operation or

the downtime frequency,
f … frequency of occurrences of the AOT during known time period t (e.g. 1 year),
ti … time the plant spends in the mode of plant operation i,
t … time period (e.g. 1 year).

With consideration of comparison of both risk measures with predetermined risk limits
rc and Rc:

ri≤rc and Ryi≤Rc
the expressions for ri and Ryi can be inverted and joined. AOTi can then be determined
directly as downtime associated with AOTi considering i – th mode of plant operation (di)
obtained from a more restrictive of the two measures:
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where rc and Rc represent the acceptable limits of both risk measures (ri and Ryi). The
limit rc may be selected on basis of acceptable risk, which for duration of 5 hours assumes the
CDF of the plant to increase from 10E-4/ry to 10E-3/ry [2]. The limit Rc may be determined
considering reference [3]. In addition, the increase of risk level (∆R) may be limited with the
limit ∆Rc as in references [4] and [5].

Figure 1 shows evaluation of AOTi based on limited acceptable single event AOT risk
(rc) and limited increase of risk level (∆Rc). Allowed outage time may be longer for the safety
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equipment with smaller increase of risk level and shorter for equipment with higher increase
of risk level.
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Figure 1: Evaluation of AOT Based on Limiting Acceptable Single Event AOT Risk (rc) and
limited increase of risk level (∆Rc)

Figure 2 shows schematically the evaluation of AOT considering a more restrictive of
the two measures (rc and Rc).
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Figure 2: Evaluation of AOT Based on a More Restrictive of Two Measures (rc and Rc)

2.2 Evaluation of AOT Considering Specific Plant Configuration

This section is similar to the section 2.1 considering that mode i of the plant operation
used in section 2.1 is in this section replaced by the plant configuration i. The plant
configuration is the state of the plant defined by the status of the components.

The plant configuration i can represent:
- specific plant configuration defined by the status of the components (base case

considered in this section),
- specific mode of the plant (in that case, this section becomes identical to previous

section 2.1),
- specific time window in specific mode of the plant,
- specific plant operating state (POS) of the plant.
The model described in section 2.1 can be used for evaluation of AOT separately for

each of the plant configurations.

2.3 Evaluation of AOT Considering Several Modes of Plant Operation

The risk connected with AOT considering several modes of operation depends on sets
of risk measures for specific modes (i) of plant operation:
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- single event AOTi risk considering i – th mode of plant operation (ri) calculated
using equation 1 and

- yearly AOTi risk contribution considering i – th mode of plant operation  (Ryi)
calculated using equation 2.

As Figure 1 shows consideration of one mode of plant operation at a time, Figure 3
shows its extension to consideration of several modes of plant operation (with schematic
example of three modes). It is possible that the increase of risk level (∆Ri) is different for
different modes of operation. Thus, the risk measures: the single event AOTi risk considering
i – th mode of plant operation (ri) and yearly AOTi risk contribution considering i – th mode
of plant operation  (Ryi) are different for different modes of plant operation.
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Figure 3: The Risk Contribution Associated with AOT Considering Several Modes of Plant
Operation (Schematic Example of Three Modes)

With consideration of comparison of the risk measures with predetermined risk limits rc
and Rc:

ri≤rc and ΣRyi≤Rc
the expressions for ri and for Ryi can be inverted and joined. AOT can then be

determined directly as the downtime associated with AOT (d), considering d=di for all i, as
one d is calculated, using the following equation (ii represents the number of considered
modes of plant operation) considering a more restrictive of the two measures:
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where rc and Rc represent the limits (risk limits rc, Rc and ∆Rc are discussed in section
2.1).

AOT (d) is limited with separate contributions obtained from calculations of single
event AOTi risks considering separate modes of plant operation. In addition AOT (d) is
limited with the sum of yearly AOTi risk contribution over all modes of plant operation.

2.4 Evaluation of AOT Considering Several Plant Configurations

The risk connected with AOT considering several plant configurations depends on sets
of risk measures for  specific plant configurations (i):
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- single event AOTi risk considering i – th plant configuration (ri) calculated using
equation 1 and

- yearly AOTi risk contribution considering i – th plant configuration  (Ryi)
calculated using equation 2.

Figure 4 shows schematic example of risk considering three plant configurations.
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Figure 4: The Risk Contribution Considering Several Plant Configurations

The parameter di represents the portion of downtime spent in specific configuration i.
The sum of  portions in all considered configurations represents the total downtime (d), which
is under consideration:

∑=
i
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With consideration of comparison of the risk measures with predetermined risk limits rc
and Ryc:

Σri≤rc and ΣRyi≤Rc
AOT can be determined directly as the downtime associated with AOT (d) considering

a more restrictive of the two measures:
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Consideration of several plant configurations is applicable for situations where the
conditions change after initial configuration and therefore the risk profile of the initial
configuration can be changed to represent the current situation in more details.

E.g. Initial configuration is the configuration with certain safety system detected failed
(the associated risk increase for the initial configuration is known or it can be calculated, time
spend in this configuration can be estimated). The period of assuring redundant path follows
(the associated risk increase for the period of assuring redundant path is known or it can be
calculated, the time of assuring redundant path can be estimated). After assured redundant
path, the risk increase for the period of finishing the restoration of failed system is known or it
can be calculated. The maximal allowed time of finishing the restoration equipment could be
evaluated on basis of the method with consideration of several plant configurations.
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3 RESULTS – A COMPARISON OF CONSIDERATION OF ONE VERSUS
THREE PLANT CONFIGURATIONS

Table 1 shows the three sets of probabilistic data for the diesel generator (DG):
DG1Case (∆RDG1Case=5E-5/ry), DG2Case (∆RDG2Case=1E-4/ry) and DG3Case
(∆RDG3Case=1,5E-4/ry), which differ in increase of risk level (∆R). Allowed outage time
required by technical specifications (AOTTS) for DG is 3 days (72hours). Frequency for DG
going down is 2 per year (assumed one scheduled and one unscheduled event per year). Data
on core damage frequencies (CDF) include:

CDFn … CDF with unavailabilities of DGA (QDGA) and DGB (QDGB) as they are in PSA
(in respective mode of operation),

CDF1 … CDF with DGA down (QDGA=1) and QDGB as it is in PSA,
CDF0 … CDF with DGA up (QDGA=0) and DGA as it is in PSA,
CDF+ … ratio between CDF1 and CDFn,
CDF- … ratio between CDFn and CDF0,
∆CDF … difference between CDF1 and CDFn.

Table 1: Data for Three Separate Sets of Data DG1Case, DG2Case and DG3Case
Example AOTTS(h) f (/y) f (/h) CDFn CDF1 CDF0 CDF+ CDF- ∆CDF (/ry)
DG1Case 72 2 2,283E-04 5,00E-05 1,00E-04 2,00E-05 2 2,5 5,00E-05
DG2Case 72 2 2,283E-04 5,00E-05 1,50E-04 2,00E-05 3 2,5 1,00E-04
DG3Case 72 2 2,283E-04 5,00E-05 2,00E-04 2,00E-05 4 2,5 1,50E-04

Table 2 shows the evaluation of AOT for DG considering one plant configuration
(general approach) for three selected cases DG1Case, DG2Case and DG3Case. Table includes
initial values of AOT risk (r) and yearly risk contribution (Ry) according to AOTTS of 3 days
as written in TS. It includes the limiting values of AOT risk (rc) and yearly risk contribution
(Rc) that are not exceeded with calculated risk informed allowed outage time (AOT1M).

Table 2: Results of AOT Evaluation for Diesel Generator Considering One Plant
Configuration for Three Separate Sets of Data DG1Case, DG2Case and DG3Case

Initial values of r and Ry
according to AOTTS

limiting values of rc and Rc are not
exceeded with AOT1M

Example

r Ry (/ry)  rc Rc (/ry) AOT1M(h)
DG1Case 4,1096e-07 8,2192e-07 5,0e-07 1,0e-06 87,6
DG2Case 8,2192e-07 1,6438e-06 5,0e-07 1,0e-06 43,8
DG3Case 1,2329e-06 2,4658e-06 5,0e-07 1,0e-06 29,2

Table 3 shows the results of AOT evaluation for DG considering three plant
configurations for the three selected cases DG1Case, DG2Case and DG3Case.

Initial configuration is the configuration with a DG detected failed. The associated risk
increase for the initial configuration is ∆R1=∆R. The time spent in initial configuration can be
estimated to d1=4h (see Figure 4). The second configuration represents the period of assuring
the operability of the second DG. The associated risk increase for the period of assuring the
second DG is ∆R2=1.5∆R. The time of assuring the second DG can be estimated to d2=2h.
The third configuration represents situation after assured the operability of the second DG.
The risk increase for the period of finishing the restoration of failed system is ∆R3=0.3∆R and
the time spend in third configuration d3 controls the AOT (d).
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Table 3: Results of AOT Evaluation for Diesel Generator Considering Several Plant
Configurations for Three Separate Sets of Data DG1Case, DG2Case and DG3Case

Initial values of r and Ry
according to input data

limiting values of rc and Rc are not
exceeded with AOT

Example

 r Ry (/ry)  rc Rc (/ry) AOT(h)
DG1Case 1,53e-07 3,055e-07 5,0E-07 1,0E-06 274,5
DG2Case 3,055e-07 6,109e-07 5,0E-07 1,0E-06 128,3
DG3Case 4,582e-07 9,164e-07 5,0E-07 1,0E-06 80,1

Comparison of the calculated risk measure (r) with consideration of one versus three
configurations shows the following. While the consideration of only one configuration is
exceeding the risk limits in second (DG2Case, ∆CDF=1E-4/ry) and third case (DG3Case,
∆CDF=1,5E-4/ry) of ∆R, the consideration of three configurations does not exceed the risk
limits in any case of selected ∆R.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Two risk informed methods were developed, which evaluate AOT considering the
Probabilistic Safety Assessment results. The first method allows a risk informed evaluation of
AOTs in a case that certain AOT specified in LCO of TS of a NPP covers one or more modes
of plant operation. The second method allows a risk informed evaluation of AOTs considering
several plant configurations. The comparison of considering one versus several plant
configurations was done for a diesel generator. Results show that better methods and more
data included into the models may reduce the conservatism in the evaluations and may
contribute to increased flexibility about decisions on AOT.
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